This paper presents a comparison of the efficacy of unsupervised and supervised discretization methods for educational data from blended learning environment. Naïve Bayes classifier was trained for each discretized data set and comparative analysis of prediction models was conducted. The research goal was to transform numeric features into maximum independent discrete values with minimum loss of information and reduction of classification error. Proposed unsupervised discretization method was based on the histogram distribution and implementation of oversampling technique. The main contribution of this research is improvement of accuracy prediction using the unsupervised discretization method which reduces the effect of ignoring class feature for educational data set.
INTRODUCTION
Effective prediction models demand a detailed approach to data discretization as a basic task in the preprocessing phase. In the field of machine learning and data mining there is a number of algorithms that are primarily oriented towards working with discrete values. In the real world, data are of mixed type, i.e. in most cases of continuous type. This is why it is necessary to integrate the application of machine learning and data mining algorithms with discretization methods in order to perform the transformation of continuous data. The main objective of the applied discretization method is certainly the reduction of value domains by dividing into discrete intervals while maximizing the independence of different discrete feature values and class marks [1] . Thus, continuous values are being transformed into an adequate set of discrete values more relevant for the interpretation [2, 3] . The advantages of using discrete values are related to the less memory requirements, intelligibility and simplicity by using meaningful marks, regulating discrepancy variations in the estimation of smaller fragmented data, reducing data quantity by identifying and removing redundant data, the algorithm accuracy and speed. A good discretization algorithm should balance the loss of information with the process of generating a reasonable number of split intervals for the adequate search space. The compromise must be found between the information quality (homogeneous intervals according to the prediction attribute) and statistic quality (sufficient size of instances in each interval for ensuring the generalization). Choosing an adequate discretization method implies obtaining a satisfactory compromise between these two objectives. Many studies indicate a positive effect of discretization on induction tasks: rules with discrete values are more intelligible, and higher accuracy is achieved in the cases of prediction and classification. The discretization effect can be measured in terms of accuracy, time necessary for performing learning algorithm and result intelligibility. There is a great number of different discretization methods described in the literature. Most methods apply iterative candidate space search using different rating functions for estimating results. The key question is not only whether one discretization method is more superior to another, but under what terms a certain method can achieve better performances for the given issue. Previous research of application of unsupervised and supervised discretization algorithms indicated that the supervised methods affect the achievement of better performance classification and prediction.
Discretization methods can be classified as supervised/unsupervised [4] , hierarchical/non-hierarchical [5] , top-down/bottom-up [6] , static/dynamic [7] , global/local [8] , parametric/non-parametric and univariate/multivariate [9] . Unsupervised equal binning width, equal binning frequency, clustering algorithms like k-means methods imply splitting the continuous attribute values domains into sub-scopes, not taking the class information into account, or more accurately, on the basis of user-defined parameters. In supervised discretization methods, class information is used for finding adequate intervals by defining most optimal cut -points. Supervised discretization can use metrics based on the errors in the training data, the disparity measure, i.e. interval entropy or some statistic measures.
The research described in the paper is focused on determining the procedure for improving the efficacy of unsupervised discretization methods in the case of transformation of continuous educational dataset features.
Improved unsupervised discretization method is achieved applying the oversampling technique and randomize filter. Three experiments included in this survey were implemented: 1) Entropy -based discretization method with the minimal description length principle stopping criteria 2) Equal width binning unsupervised discretization method with dynamic search 3) Histogram graphs based on Sccot rule.
RELATED WORK
Researchers from the machine learning field have introduced a great number of discretization methods. The review of discretization algorithms can be found in [2] . In the paper [4] , Dougherty et al. perform the comparative analysis of 5 discretization methods over 16 datasets from UC Irvine ML Database Repository [10] . Two unsupervised global methods, two supervised global methods (OneR and entropy minimization) and C4.5 algorithm representing supervised local method have been applied. Ismail et al. [11] used the decision tree classifier (C4.5) on the discretized data and an error measure to determine the relative value of discretization. Authors showed that the general effectiveness of discretization varies significantly depending on the shape of data distribution. Hacibeyoglu et al. [12] used comparison between discrete method and continuous method for six datasets and showed that the performance of the classification accuracy is improved, when the features of datasets discretise. Kurtcephe and Güvenir [13] presented a new method based on the receiver operating characteristics -maximum area under ROC curve-based discretization (MAD). Compared with alternative discretization methods, empirical results show that MAD is a strong candidate to be an effective supervised discretization method. In [14] authors conducted experiments and showed that the accuracy of the prediction model improves significantly when the discretization and over-sampling methods are applied. H.-V. Nguyen et al. in [15] propose IPD, an informationtheoretic method for unsupervised discretization that focuses on preserving multivariate interactions. In [16] author proposed discretization algorithms which significantly improves the results in terms of the accuracy. Dash et al. [17] analysed and compared supervised and unsupervised discretization techniques. Yang and Web [18] showed a new discretization method, combination of weighted proportional k-interval and nondisjoint discretization that helps Naive-Bayes classifiers to reduce average classification error. In [19] authors used 10 datasets from UCI (Machine Learning Repository) in order to compare the effect of the unsupervised discretization methods on the classification. The results showed that algorithms Naive Bayes, C4.5 and ID3 achieved higher accuracy with supervised discretization method based on entropy. Andre V. Carreiro et al. [20] analyse impact of different unsupervised and supervised discretization techniques on the classification accuracy. They used real clinical expression time series to predict the response of patients with multiple sclerosis to treatment with Interferon-ß. The experimental results show that using the discretization methods improves the classification accuracy and problem of a small number of instances and a large number of features is solved. Taijun et al. [21] propose a post-processing method for improving the quality of discretization adjusting the boundary points of interval in order to obtain a positive influence on the attribute. Supervised fuzzy discretization for classifying time series datasets is proposed in [22] . This method can be used without having expertise on data. Coefficients of discretization, equal time slicing, learning rate, and momentum are analysed.
DISCRETIZATION
Discretization implies the reduction of different continuous feature values by dividing the scope into the final set of disjoint intervals that are assigned with meaningful marks [23] .
Let vector A = (a 1 , a 2 , ..., a k ) denote values of numeric feature in the data set S and n be the number of instances. Dom(A) is a set of all feature values and represents its active domain. Discretization of numeric feature A equals finding k interval of the active domain Dom(A), which implies determining k − 1 cut points t i .
The numeric feature A is transformed in the vector of discrete values defined with Eqs. (1) and (2).
Discretization process can be described with four basic steps [24]: 1) Sorting continuous attribute values that are being transformed 2) Choosing, defining estimation measures, testing the suitability of candidates for the cut-point, i.e. the number of k split interval domains 3) Splitting or merging continuous value intervals according to the appropriate criteria 4) Stopping the procedure based on the stopping criteria.
The notion of a "cut -point" defines a real value belonging to the continuous attribute domain, with which the scope of the given attribute is divided into two intervals. One of the intervals includes values lower than or equal to the cut -point, and the other includes values higher than the cut -point. The number of the cut -point k -1 is defined by the number of the split interval k which can be userdefined or defined on the basis of the set heuristic rule.
Entropy-Based Discretization
The entropy-based supervised method uses the information about the class candidate entropy during the definition of cut -points. The class entropy information is a purity measure that measures the quantity of information necessary for defining which class an instance belongs to. It observes the interval that contains all known feature values and cuts it with the recursive split into smaller subintervals until the set stopping criterium is satisfied. The cut -point will be chosen with estimating disparity measures, i.e. by defining the class entropy for partition candidates. In the entropy -based discretization method, the best point is defined on the basis of the potential cut -point candidates entropy.
Let the instances set be S, feature A and the split boundary point T. Entropy split T, marked with E(A, T; S) is determined with the following formulas [25]:
The subset entropy S 1 , S 2 is calculated according to the Eq. (4), where p(C j , S i ) represents the percent of instances in S i which have class C j , k representing the number of classes marked with C 1 , C 2 , ..., C k . In the Eq.
(3), the instance set S is split into two intervals S 1 and S 2 using the cut -point T for attribute A value. The entropy function Ent for the given set is calculated on the basis of class sample distribution in the set. The best candidate for the cut -point T among all candidates for E(A, T; S) is the one that has the minimum entropy value. After choosing the cut -point, continuous feature values are split into two parts. This procedure is repeated recursively until the set stopping criterium is satisfied. In the entropy-based discretization method, the stopping criterium is defined with the following formulas:
k i is the class mark number presented in the set S i .
Taking into account the fact that each recursive discretization branch partition is assessed independently, some parts of the continuous value space will be finely partitioned, whereas the parts with the relatively low entropy will be roughly split. The aforementioned stopping criterium is known as Minimal Description Length Principle (MDL) and is described in the paper [26] .
Equal-Width Binning
Equal-width binning (EWB) is one of the simplest direct unsupervised discretization methods [4] . The process includes sorting continuous features and then splitting the observed features domain into k interval (bins) of the same width (δ) with k + 1 cut -points.
Let active domain of feature A be marked with: Dom(A) = (a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n ), a min = min{a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n }, a max = max{a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n }. Value δ for k equal intervals and cutpoints a min , a min + δ, ..., a max = a min + kδ is defined according to the formula:
According to literature [27, 28, 29] the number of k intervals for the dataset of n instances with a min and a max minimum and maximum instance values respectively can be user defined or calculated on the basis of the Eqs. (9), (10), (11).
IQR is an interquartile scope in the dataset max min
σ is a standard deviation.
The number of k intervals is fixed and independent from the specific training data characteristics. This restriction can lead to some undesirable side effects. In case of a large dataset, a small number of split intervals can cause grouping of a wide instance spectre, which would definitely not have a positive effect on the applied learning algorithm. On the other hand, if the number of split intervals is too large, the intervals will have a small number of instances, and the importance and effects of the performed discretization could not be determined in that case.
Histogram Discretization
Histogram method belongs to unsupervised discretization techniques, since it does not use the class mark information [25] . The histogram represents geometric frequency table distribution which facilitates statistical data analysis. If X has the values x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n which appear in the N instance set f 1 , f 2 , ..., f n times.
Values f 1 , f 2 , ..., f n satisfy the equation f 1 + f 2 + ... + f n = N and represent the frequencies. The intervals do not overlap each other and have certain boundary values. The same bin size width (bar width or class size) is defined and also the number of observed random variable instances for each interval represents the frequencies. The histogram implies the availability of all data, i.e. the lack of missing values in the analysed set. Taking into account extreme values and outliers, cut -points a 1 , a 2 , ..., a k−1 and frequency instances f 1 , f 2 , ..., f k are defined while creating the histogram.
The k interval can be defined in the observed random variable value (−∞, a 1 ],(a 1 , a 2 ],..., (a k−2 , a k−1 ], (a k−1 , +∞). Using the visualized representation in terms of rectangular graphs between which there are no gaps, the histogram provides information about the distribution of the analysed dataset random variable. The algorithm for creating the histogram includes the following steps: 1) Sorting the random variable values in the ascending order 2) Defining minimum and maximum value (min, max) 3) Defining the number of split intervals (k) 4) Calculating the bin size according to the formula max min binsize k − = 5) Calculating instance frequency for each interval (frequency table) 6) Creating rectangular graphs; x -axis represents split intervals; y -axis instance frequency for each interval.
Histograms that are most often used are the equal width, where the scope of observed values is split into k intervals of the same length, or the equal frequency, where the scope of observed values is split into k intervals containing equal number of instances. For both algorithms it is necessary to define the parameter k, i.e. the number of split intervals, which is also the main issue. In the research data analysis, the histogram application implies recursive application to each partition in order to automatically generate the multilevel hierarchy concept until a predefined number of levels is achieved. For the recursive procedure control, the minimum interval value can be used or the minimum value number per interval.
Creating the histogram for different k parameter values enables choosing the most suitable one, depending on its final purpose.
CASE STUDY
The research described in the paper includes extraction process, preparation of data and experimental application of the three methods of discretization. EWB method has been implemented with the dynamic search for optimal value k.
Determination of split number in the case of histogram discretization is done by applying the Scott rule for calculating interval width. By using the supervised entropy method, the domains of numeric features have been discretized with different number of discrete values.
The dataset for the analysis contained 276 instances selected from Computer Graphics Moodle course. The course was held during the summer term in the academic year 2015/2016 at the High School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science of Applied studies. Activities for every student at the Moodle course were represented using the set of instances with appropriate features. Based on the analysis of the domain value, numerical and categorical features of dataset were identified. Numeric features had uneven value domains, whereas categorical features were binominal with two possible values and polynomial with multiple possible values. For the analysed dataset global values were used for completing the missing values. In the case of input features, missing values were completed with value 0 which stated that a student had not realized the activity. Numeric feature MARK was defined as a class feature and missing value completion was done with the value 3, which stated that a student had not taken the exam.
The training set created from two thirds, test set from one third of each discretized dataset of instances. Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier was trained and tested on each discretized dataset. Measures accuracy (Acc%) and relative absolute error of classification (RAE%) have been considered. Domain values and descriptions of numeric features are given in Tab. 1.
First Experiment
The first experiment represented the implementation of entropy -based discretization method with the MDL stopping criteria. The supervised entropy method takes into consideration information about the class of a candidate in order to choose the discretization boundaries. This method observes one large interval of all observed feature values, and then performs the recursive split into subintervals until the stopping criteria is reached. The numeric feature MARK was transformed into the nominal type so that the values of 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 correspond with the class labels{exam_not_taken, exam_failed, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten} respectively. The input numeric feature values were classified in the descending order. The value domain was split into the points from the sorting list where the class mark value was being changed. For each cut -point, the entropy value of induced partitions, i.e. subsets left and right from the cutpoint was calculated. The candidate with the minimum entropy value was chosen as a candidate for the cutpoint T among all candidates for E(A,T;S). The process was repeated recursively until both subsets contained only the same -class instances and the stopping criteria were reached. The domains of numeric feature values of the analysed dataset were discretized with different discrete value numbers. The discrete value numbers of input numeric features are given in Tab. 2. Cut -points were not determined for PDF, LVT and LESS features which led to the conclusion that those features did not affect the class feature MARK. This case could be explained with the fact that the mentioned features represent optional activities of the Moodle course which students could use in the learning process, but there were no scores. PDF, LVT and LESS features were excluded from further analysis. The NB classifier generated the model with the accuracy of Acc = 86,23% and classification error of RAE = 20,03%.
Second Experiment
In the second experiment EWB unsupervised discretization method was applied. Dynamic search for optimal split interval number was carried out by simultaneous discretization of numeric features for values k = 2, 3, ..., 10 [30] . Each discretized set was tested with NB classifier. Accuracy and relative absolute error of classification for generated prediction models are given in Tab. 3. For values k = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6} linear improvement performances of classification models were observed. For k = 6, NB classifier created model with accuracy from Acc = 80,85% and classification error from RAE = 28,12%. Uneven changes were noticed with further interval number increase. In case k = 7 it was observed increasing accuracy to Acc = 81,91% but also increasing classification error to RAE = 30,46%. However, for k = 8 accuracy was decreased to Acc=79,79% and classification error to RAE = 29,30%. In case k = 9 accuracy was Acc = 80.9%, and classification error RAE = 26,99%.
In the last examined case, k = 10, performance of classification model was decreased again, i.e. the accuracy decreased to Acc = 77,66% and classification error increased to RAE = 29.8%.
Third Experiment
The third experiment was related to histogram discretization method. Sorting, defining minimum and maximum values and histogram analysis were carried out. The split interval number was determined on the basis of the Scott rule (Eq. (11)). According to the fact that in the preparatory phase of the training dataset missing values were replaced with the value of 0 which marked that student had not realized the particular activity and did not achieve the scores, the same minimum value was determineted, min = 0, for all numeric features. The h and k values of the training dataset with n = 276 instances are given in Tab. 4. The interval number k was obtained by rounding to the higher value so that all set instances belong to the appropriate interval. The Upper Bound was determined and the frequency was calculated for each interval, as well as the instance number that has values within the boundaries of the particular interval. Instances with missing values transformed in the value of 0, in the case of features DZ1, DZ2, DZ3, DZ4, DZ5, T1, T2, FT were placed in the first interval, and in the case of lab in the first three intervals. Based on calculation of frequency tables, the histogram distribution graphs were created. NB classifier was trained on the histogram discretized dataset. Prediction model has achieved accuracy of Acc = 79.59%, with classification error of RAE = 32.39%.
The performances of NB models for the dataset discretized by applying unsupervised and supervised methods are given in Tab. 5. As could be assumed, the greatest accuracy was achieved by applying the supervised entropy discretization method. EWB discretization with k = 6 and k = 9 has achieved equal accuracy but with different classification errors and it was not possible to determine optimal split interval number. It can be considered that the fact about the different distribution of the features value in the active domain has not been taken into account. Simultaneous discretization with the same value of split interval number for all numeric features can result in suppressing positive discretization effects. The histogram method achieved the lowest classification accuracy of Acc = 79.59% and the greatest error value RAE = 32.39%. Considering the results of conducted experiments, the question is how to improve unsupervised discretization methods and achieve as precise as possible prediction model for the educational training dataset.
PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed approach for improving the efficiency of unsupervised discretization methods modifies the dataset disbalance by applying the Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) [31] on the discretized sets. As the result of the applied technique, distribution of instances with minor class feature values was carried out. By creating minor class synthetic instances, predictive accuracy of the analysed set was increased. The SMOTE algorithm was implemented on the sets discretized with histogram discretization and EWB method for the split interval number k = 6 and k = 9.
The SMOTE algorithm implementation implied automatic definition of a minor class, setting parameter values to 5 for choosing the nearest neighbour, and the percent of SMOTE instances that would be created was set to 100%. Two minor classes were noticed, one with 24 and the other with 27 instances. Two iterations of SMOTE algorithm application were carried out. After the second iteration, the overall number of instances was n = 327. Since the synthetically created minor class instances were concentratedly generated at the end of the set, the Randomize filter was implemented, and thus a random instance order in the training set was created. After that, NB classifier was trained on training set with 218 instances and tested on testing set with 109 instances. The generated model performances are given in Tab. 6. As given in Tab. 6, applying the SMOTE technique has affected the improvement of the applied models efficacy in terms of increasing the accuracy of prediction models. For unsupervised methods, the best result was achieved with the histogram discretization. In that case, accuracy was increased to Acc = 88.28% and classification error was decreased to RAE = 20.39%. For EWB method, it is evident that accuracy for k = 6 has been better than the case of k = 9. However, classification error has been lower in the case of k = 9. Determining the split interval number by the EWB method was excluded due to the differences of the numeric feature domain values and suppression of positive discretization effects. The comparison of prediction accuracy for the dataset discretized by applying unsupervised methods before and after SMOTE algorithm implementation is given in Fig.  1 .
Before the proposed approach, accuracy of unsupervised discretization histogram method has been lower by even 6.64% compared to the accuracy achieved with supervised discretization entropy method. Using improved unsupervised histogram discretization method, prediction accuracy has been lower by only 0.91% compared to the accuracy achieved with supervised discretization entropy method. Minimum loss of information was achieved by calculating bin size of the intervals using the Scotts rule based on the values of standard deviation. Disbalance of discretized dataset was modified with synthetically created instances of minority class by applying the SMOTE Oversampling Technique. The comparison of prediction accuracy for the dataset discretized by unsupervised histogram discretization method and supervised discretization entropy method is given in Fig. 2 . For the proposed improved unsupervised discretization method the pseudo-code is given below. Based on differences between discrete values achieved with supervised entropy method and improved unsupervised discretization method it can be concluded that the discrete values obtained by the histogram method is generally approximate to the number accomplished by the entropy method.
CONCLUSION
The primary objective of the research was improving the efficacy of the classification prediction model by determining the extended process of numeric features discretization in the phase of pre-processing the educational training dataset. A small number of instances in the dataset and determining the multiclass feature led to the oversampling issue. As expected, the entropy model transformed the numeric features into discrete values for which the generated NB classification model achieved the highest accuracy, both for the original dataset of 276 instances, and for the set with synthetically created instances. It has been concluded that the accuracy of the prediction can be improved in the case of the application of unsupervised discretization methods when the SMOTE algorithm and Randomize filter are applied in the preprocessing phase. Since the discrete value number is as approximate to the achieved number as in the case of entropy method, it has been determined that classification errors are reduced by applying the unsupervised histogram method.
The main contribution of this research was the improvement of the efficacy of unsupervised discretization methods, which allows greater accuracy of the prediction model and reduces the effects of ignoring class features. In the case of educational dataset, a precise classification of students was realized based on the activities carried out during the semester without information of the final mark.
The continuation of the research will be directed towards determining the procedure in the pre-processing phase which would achieve better performances of the prediction system in the case of instance subset separation and with missing values from the analysed educational training dataset.
